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New ticketing system introduced
By Taylor Cripe
NEWS CONTENT MANAGER

U

tah State University has updated its ticketing process this year to accommodate
as many fans as possible for the fall 2020 football season.
Maverik Stadium, which has a seating capacity of 25,513, will be operating at
approximately 20% for this season’s football games, or between 5,000-6,000 available
seats.
“Once we found out we could have fans, myself, the Campus and Athletics VP and the
ticketing office started looking at technology we could use,” USU program coordinator
Tim Olsen said.
USU athletics uses a program called Paciolan for its ticketing purposes, but Olsen said it
was going to cost $3 extra per student per game.
“We didn’t want to put the extra cost on students,” he said.
Olsen worked with Steve Funk, USU’s information technology manager, to create a system that would work for the students and give them a better chance of attending a football game this season.
Funk came up with a system similar to Paciolan, which students can access through
ServiceNow.
USU students are allotted approximately 1,300 tickets, said Olsen. The remaining tick-

ets will go to fans from the community.
USU student body president Sami Ahmed said the method of allocating tickets was selected to be fair to each class and provide seniors with extra seats because it’s their last
opportunity to attend Aggie football.
According to Olsen, the tickets will be allotted as follows: 300 for seniors, 200 for juniors, 200 for sophomores, 200 for freshman and 300 for the Hurd Premium members.
For all Saturday games, tickets will open at 8 a.m. on the Monday prior to the game.
Once a certain time hits, about 48 hours before the game, any unclaimed tickets will
become available to all students on a first come first served basis.
For Thursday games, tickets will become available on Thursday at 8 a.m. one week before the game. Once a certain time hits, about 48 hours before the game, any unclaimed
tickets will become available to all students on a first come first served basis.
Groups in the student section will sit in “pods” between two to six people. Every other
row will be closed off for social distancing.
Students who reserve a seat for the game will receive a QR code through ServiceNow.
At the game, they will be required to scan the code located on the sticker on their seat.
Students will also have to fill out a form with their name, A-number and seat location.
“When students reserve a ticket, it’s exported into a file with a list of other students who
have reserved a ticket. We give that list to folks who operate event services, and they can
see “Tickets” PAGE 17

Meet Morgan Watts, USU’s new Spirit Squad Coach
By Karcin Harris

NEWS SENIOR WRITER

M

organ Watts, the new coach for
the Utah State University Spirit
Squad, has done cheer since she
was 12 years old and said she now has her
“ultimate dream job.”
Watts is from Garland, Utah and attended Bear River High School. She lives here
in Logan with her husband, her 5-year-old
twins Lucas and Winnie and her 2-year-old
daughter Penelope.
“When I’m not coaching I love to be with
my family, and basically they fill out any
free second I have,” she said.
Watts started cheering competitively as a
teenager and continued cheering in high
school. She said she watched her older sister cheer for USU’s Spirit Squad and knew
that she wanted to do that too.
In addition to cheer, Watts also did dance
and ballet in high school and starred in a
few productions, such in Ballet West’s production of The Nutcracker and Pickleville
Playhouse’s Juanito Bandito’s Christmas.
Watts also was an extra in the “I Don’t
Dance” scene in High School Musical 2.
“It wasn’t a big role, but I had to audition
for the part and I got to be in the baseball
scene,” she said. “I met the entire cast and
made many memories from dancers all over
the country.”
Watts started cheering at USU as a freshman, and was moved to the Aggiette team
for her last three years. She said she always
knew she wanted to coach after she was
done with school, but she had to wait a few
years. She tried to coach right after graduating, but the timing was off, she said.
“The want and desire to be the spirit squad
never went away. It just got more distant
because it seemed impossible,” she said.
“Years down the road the opportunity came
up and things worked out perfectly.”
Watts said the season so far has been great,
but challenging with COVID-19.
“We’ve been practicing since the first week
in September,” she said. “We would’ve started in summer but because of COVID we
didn’t start until school started. Typically
we would practice during the summer and
have a summer retreat but obviously things
got changed around or rescheduled.”
A typical day of practice for the squad
starts at 6 a.m.
“We start with a pretty extensive warm up
just to get the heart rates going and muscles

warm,” Watts said. “Then they do a 15-20
minute stretch. We go over team business,
what needs to be done and our goals and
efforts for the week.”
Then the Aggiettes run through their routines while the cheer squad does stunting
and tumbling.
“At the end of the week, we put it to music
and record our routines that are displayed
on the jumbotrons at football and basketball games,” Watts said.
That’s how most of their routines have
been done this season, Watts said. The team
is recorded, and the video is posted online
or played on a screen during games.
“We’ve been able to attend the one football
game we’ve had,” she said. “We’re just in
the stands doing cheers and band dances.”
Even with obstacles from COVID-19, Watts
said the team is extra close this year.
“That’s one of our biggest strengths as a
team,” she said. “I feel like we’re really unified. It’s so helpful because with COVID we
have to rely heavily on each other to know
we have each others’ backs. It’s a really frustrating time. We have to stay positive and
find the silver lining in everything and that’s
brought us close together.”
Watts said she couldn’t imagine being anywhere else.
“I’m so grateful to be in charge of something that has so much pride and love for
the university. It’s so fun to be an Aggie,”
she said. “It’s a really great opportunity to
be a part of such a big thing that gives opportunities for young adults.”
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Getting the ‘ultimate dream job’
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Blue dots with white arrows speckle the floor, standing out
from the white tile they’re stuck to. The new stickers are
hard to miss.
Their purpose is clear. The arrows are meant to guide foot
traffic through the narrow hallways of the Science and Engineering Research Building at Utah State University.
Near the front door is a table. A girl with long, blonde hair
sits with her homework spread out around her, but she’s not
looking at her computer. Instead, the girl, Utah State senior
Vanessa Woolley, sits and watches as students come and go.
It’s Woolley’s job to make sure they follow the arrows on the
floor and use the appropriate doors for entry and exit.
After a while, Woolley sees someone enter the building
using one of the designated “exit only” doors. She’s nervous
as she approaches them.
“Next time you come in this building, please make sure to
follow these guides,” Woolley says, gesturing to the markers
on the doors and floor.
The student tells Woolley he will do so and goes about his
way.
Whew.
Woolley knows it could have gone differently. She’s seen
the videos. The ones of people like her asking others to adhere to COVID-19 guidelines only to have the person they
asked become violent. It’s what made her nervous to take
on this position.
Woolley is one of USU’s new Health Ambassadors—students who are placed in areas around campus to remind
their peers of the university’s COVID-19 health guidelines.
Some students have been hired for these positions but others, like Woolley, got the job because they are a part of the
USU Spirit Squad.
Woolley’s plan for the fall semester of her senior year included a rhinestone-covered dress and pom poms, and performing dance routines with her team in front of USU’s stu-

dent section during football games one last time.
She sure didn’t plan on being a “COVID cop.”
“I did have a hard time with it,” Woolley said. “I’m not
gonna lie about that because it’s gonna be my last year of it,
so that’s kind of a hard thing.”
Woolley first found out about the Health Ambassador program from her coach. As a member of the Aggiettes, her
coach told her she was required to be an ambassador. The
program would make up for the hours she wouldn’t be on
the sidelines of football games, which were postponed in
August.
It’s not all bad. Woolley said she’s been able to relate her
role as a health ambassador to her job as a member of the
spirit squad.
“If we were at football games or stuff, we’re constantly out
in front of the student body needing to be a good example,”
Woolley said. “And I think that ties in, even though it’s nothing to do with dance and cheer, it ties in nicely to that role
we play at the university.”
This is exactly what James Morales, the vice president of
student affairs at Utah State, had in mind when he had the
idea of turning the spirit squad members into ambassadors.
“I thought, ‘Wow, who would be better at being Aggie
Health Ambassadors than these energetic, very visible,
young people who know how to perform in public?” Morales said. “So we felt that would be an appropriate role for
them. And we would be able to fill their set of responsibilities since they’re not at football games performing. Well,
let’s give them something to do that would be meaningful.”
In addition to making sure students observe the correct
flow of traffic in buildings, ambassadors are also tasked
with handing out COVID-19 care kits and making sure people are wearing masks on campus.
While it’s near impossible to manage student behavior off
campus, Morales hopes what students experience on campus will encourage them to continue being responsible even
when they aren’t on Aggie grounds.
“That’s a false separation, to think that my off-campus life

doesn’t affect on-campus life,” Morales said. “And so that’s
what we’re trying to get students to understand, that their
behavior impacts all aspects of their lives—on, off campus,
when they go home for the weekend—all of that.”
One way non-compliant off-campus behavior could affect
students is whether or not Utah State can continue offering
in-person instruction.
“The carrot that we’re hanging out there is, we’re gonna
stay in person if you do your part,” Morales said. “If you
don’t do your part we’ll shut down and we’ll go remote, and
you don’t want that. So, in the end it’s really a matter of
how badly each student wants that.”
Morales acknowledged it’s not easy. People grow tired of
the pandemic and having to abide by certain regulations,
which is why there is a need for constant reminders. Reminders like the health ambassadors.
But those enforcing and reminding people of the regulations also grow tired and deflated. Morales worries about
this happening to his health ambassadors, which is why
they meet regularly on Zoom throughout the semester for
training and vent sessions.
“That’s one way we’re helping them stay engaged, energized is having these frequent get togethers,” Morales said.
“The last component is really self-care.”
It turns out, self-care is crucial for health ambassadors, especially due to the anxiety that comes with walking up to
non-compliant students.
“It can be kind of scary,” Woolley said. “I’ve had friends
that have had not the smoothest situations when it comes
to trying to correct people.”
People growing hostile when asked to wear masks is a
phenomenon being observed around the country. Videos
of grocery store workers being assaulted and grown adults
throwing temper tantrums at Costco have circled the web
continually in recent months. Behaviors like this added to
Woolley and her teammates’ nerves about correcting peosee “Spirit Squad” PAGE 17
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By Sydney Kidd
SPORTS STAFF WRITER
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Get your stomach in the game:
What basketball players eat in a day

By Sage Souza
LIFESTYLES STAFF REPORTER

D

espite the cancellation of the Myrtle Beach
Invitational, Utah State University’s basketball players aren’t relaxing. The men’s team
is busy preparing for their first non-conference game
less than a month away. The women’s team kicked off
their non-conference season with a win against Arizona
Christian University last Saturday. So, what do these
Aggie athletes eat to keep themselves in mint condition?
Keeping breakfast and lunch pretty light is important for senior forward Alphonso Anderson (No. 10).
Oatmeal with some fruit is his go-to, while senior guard
Marco Anthony (No. 44) prefers pancakes and eggs
to keep him satiated through practice. Both prefer to
have their breakfast relatively soon after waking up or
around mid-morning.
Freshman guard Kinley Falslev (No. 5) also drinks 16
oz. of water in the morning before practice.
“I try to drink a gallon of water a day,” she said. “It
just helps with everything.”
Since their practice is usually around lunchtime, Anderson and Anthony both stick to a light snack, such as
beef jerky, a small piece of fruit or a handful of almonds
to make sure they have energy through the afternoon.
“Usually I just eat a snack for lunch. Something fairly
PHOTOS COURTESY OF USU ATHLETICS MEDIA RELATIONS
healthy,” Anthony said. “During the day I’m the busiest The Utah State Men’s Basketball Team took home the win at the Mountain West Tournament in March, securing their spot in the NCAA tournament.
with practice and lift, so I don’t really have time.”
after practice
Freshman forward Emily Jarrell (No. 44) prefers to
The players’ go-to cheat meals mostly featured somehave her lunch after weightlifting. Her usual lunch
thing
sweet, from Crumbl cookies to powdered donuts
consists of cottage cheese, pineapple, carrots, chocolate
to
Angie’s
stuffed french toast, but their favorite meals
milk and sometimes avocado toast.
were
largely
based on home-cooked family recipes.
For dinner, the players usually eat from one of the loMom-made
macaroni and cheese, fried chicken and
cal restaurants, such as Angie’s or Old Chicago. Falslev
sweet
potatoes
was Anderson’s first choice, while Ansaid chicken or fish with vegetables are staples in creatthony
prefers
a
good goulash. Barbecue and pot roast
ing a balanced meal of protein and carbs. Eating earlier
were
Jarrell’s
and
Falslev’s favorites, respectively.
in the evening is also key to making sure their meal has
For
a
night
out,
each
player’s favorite restaurant in Lotime to settle.
gan
ranged
from
Mo’Bettahs
to Takara Sushi to Morty’s.
To prepare for a big game or a tough workout, Falslev
And,
of
course,
Herm’s
and
Angie’s
are always classic
tends to favor carbs the day before.
favorites.
“It’ll just help you with your energy levels,” she said.
“If I know we’re going to have a hard practice or
—sageksouza@gmail.com
weights, I usually try to eat pasta or bread.”
@sageksouza
Anthony avoids eating anything too heavy the night
before. “I’d never eat a big meal before a game, just
because it’ll be sitting in my stomach and that would be
bad news.”
Jarell also prefers something a little easier.
“Protein bars help me stay full, light and ready to go,”
she said. “If I have time, I’ll make a smoothie.”
She also likes to fuel her recovery with protein shakes
Utah State forward Alphonso Anderson (#10) prepares to make a shot.
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International Unknowns
UtahState
men’s hoops
and its
unique
approach to
recruiting

By Jacob Nielson
SPORTS STAFF WRITER

STATESMAN FILE PHOTO

Bairstow, who’s only other division one offer was from UC
Santa Barbara. Yet, he played substantial time as a true
freshman, including a productive 20 minutes off the bench
in the Mountain West Quarterfinal against New Mexico,
which Smith praised as being a major part of the Aggies’ win.
Karwowski didn’t have many, possibly no offers coming out
of North Platte community college in Nebraska, but filled in
nicely at starting center in place of an injured Queta before
dealing with his own health issues last season.
Highly touted recruits or not, it’s not an easy task to identify
kids that will be the right fit for your program.
“We love guys that are skilled and guys that can pass and
catch and make decisions and know how to play the game.
And we’re very selective with that,” Smith said. “A lot of international players have what we’re looking for as far as IQ,
passing ability, just the way they develop different skills,” he
said.
Peterson admitted that this fundamental method of basketball is “a little bit more of an international style,” because
contrary to the United States youth system where much of
the game relies on the athletic ability of individuals, international basketball relies on a team collectively working together.
The statistics are evidence of the Aggies’ ability to play
what Smith calls the “winning style.” The team’s assist-tofield goals made ratio under Smith was 62.1% in 2019 and
61.3% in 2020, good for No. 5 and No. 9 in the country,
respectively. One could argue, this makes foreign players and
Utah State great fits for each other.
Zapala, Shulga, and Vedischev are no exceptions to this.
“Zymon, Max, and Z are all very skilled,” Smith said. “They
understand the game, they’re tough kids and they love to
compete. I think they’re going to fit our style in a tremendous
way.”
In the summer of 2019, Peterson had the opportunity to
travel to Europe and see these skills first hand, watching
Shulga and Zapala in the U18 European championships and
Vedischev in the World championships. But just a couple of
years ago they wouldn’t have been permitted to do this.
“One thing the NCAA recently has done is allowed us to
recruit at the national tournaments in Europe and around
the world, where before those tournaments were not in our

recruiting period.” Peterson said.
However, coaches aren’t able to talk to athletes at these
tournaments, so the key to getting on the prospects radar
is to have an established relationship with people that they
trust.
“It’s hard to get an international player unless you have
some sort of connection to the people helping them,” said
Peterson. “We have kind of built relationships with a lot of
people internationally that have been able to help us get in
the door with some of those kids and their families.”
Recruiting restrictions due to COVID-19 have added greater
challenges for this year’s recruiting season. Peterson was unable to travel to Eastern Europe to meet with the recruits and
their families. All of the communication was done via zoom
and facetime. And Shulga, Vedishev, Zapala were unable to
come and visit Logan. But trusting their newly formed relationships, the three new Freshman took the leap of faith and
came to Cache Valley to play the game they love. Luckily,
they have four other teammates that understand what it’s
like to come to a new country as a young man.
Smith was fast to mention Queta as someone who will help
out the new guys, his experience in their shoes and welcoming personality make him the perfect man for the job. The
7-footer came to Cache Valley from Portugal as an 18-year
old and took on a big responsibility right away, and has made
a home for himself in Logan — even staying here through
the quarantine.
While all seven of the international guys on the roster have
the chance to make a home for themselves in Logan, they
also have the unique opportunity to represent their native
land. Smith recounted seeing former Aggie guard Diogo
Brito and Queta celebrating with the Portuguese flag after
they won the Mountain West tournament in 2019.
“I always remember him and Neemy carrying their country’s flag,” he said. “Ya know they’re playing for themselves
and their family and they’re certainly playing for Utah State
but also, they’re playing for their country and that’s a really
neat thing to see.”
— sports@usustatesman.com
@jacobnielson12
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I

n the Spring of 2018, the head basketball coach of South
Dakota, Craig Smith, was in an interview with Utah
State athletic director John Hartwell, making his case to
become the new head coach at Utah State. Smith was given
the position and was tasked to bring a proud Aggie basketball program out of mediocrity.
Smith and assistant coach Eric Peterson had some established connections internationally. Smith mentioned to
Hartwell his desire to recruit more foreign players. Hartwell
loved the idea and said that that was an avenue that they
should pursue.
Two years and two Mountain West tournament championships later, seven of the 16 members of the 2020-21 Utah
State men’s basketball team are foreign-born, and all seven
were brought in by Smith and Peterson.
Senior center Kuba Karwowski from Poland; junior center
Neemias Queta from Portugal; sophomore guard Sean Bairstow from Australia; redshirt freshman forward Liam McChesney from British Columbia, Canada all made the roster
last season. Add to that, three new additions to the squad;
freshman guard Zahar “Z” Vedischev from Russia; freshman
center Szymon Zapala from Poland; and freshman guard
Max Shulga from Ukraine.
When Smith and Peterson were at South Dakota, they had
success — winning the Summit League championship in
2017 — but did it without a single international player on
the roster.
“It was an avenue that we really dove into for about 2 years
prior to coming to Utah State,” Smith said. “We just didn’t
have quite as much success and we didn’t invest time in it.”
Making the step up to coaching at a Mountain West school,
Smith and his staff knew that they would have to recruit better players to compete, and that those better players could be
found abroad, a market that was largely untapped by most
Division One schools.
“The international market works in a way where you can
get really good players and sometimes there’s a lot of schools
that don’t even know about those players,” Peterson said.
Queta was one of those players, who despite having offers
from Texas Tech and Saint Marys, got overlooked by many
other schools. And Queta’s contributions to the team in his
first two seasons have been invaluable. Another example is
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What music hypes up USU players?

Football- Christopher Bartolic (Punter)

Football - Connor Coles (PK)

Song of Choice- War Pig by Black Sabbath

Song of Choice: Dreams by Fleetwood Mac

“Right before I go on the field, I listen to
a song called War Pig by Black Sabbath. I
usually try to time it out right before I go
out, that’s like the last slide I listened to.
But, you know, I usually like to get more
of that like hard rock song, you know, type
of style going, that’s what I like.”

“Being a kicker I don’t like to get super,
like, jacked up before the game, so my
favorite song before the, like the one I like
to listen to right before I go out is Dreams
by Fleetwood Mac. I know everybody’s
listening to it now, ever since that Tik Tok
came out and everybody was listening to
that song, but that’s been my go to for a
couple years now, just gets to be a nice
headspace.”

AGGIE
RADIO
92.3

Basketball - Taylor Franson (Forward)
Song of Choice: Wild Child by Enya

“I feel like my taste in music is not so
athlete normal. I usually listen to Wild
Child by Enya or something like that. It
helps center me and get me focused.”

Catch Utah State Athletics

on Aggie Radio 92.3 KBLU

Track - Autumn Kidd
Song of Choice: Good as Hell by Lizzo

“I’d have to say Good as Hell by Lizzo
gets me feeling myself and hyped.”

—darcy.ritchie@usu.edu
@darcyrrose

By Emily White
LIFESTYLES SENIOR WRITER

I

am so happy we have a football season but I am terrified of my feet freezing to the
bleachers. Even though this football season is so short, it might end up being one of
the coldest seasons. And I’m not too worried about the football players, I’m worried
about all the fans cheering them on.
Being cold is one of the worst things ever, especially
while you’re watching football. With all the on and
off plays, it’s hard to not focus on the fact that you
are freezing your socks off. But if you come prepared
and read this article, maybe you won’t be that cold.
One of the biggest mistakes we make when attending cold football games is that we’re concerned about
how we look. News flash: if people are more worried
about how you look than they are worried about the
game, their priorities are out of whack and don’t matter. You go to a football game to watch football, not
to look good. So, wear layers. I’m talking turtlenecks,
I’m talking multiple sweatshirts, I’m talking three
pairs of socks and winter boots. Layers bring your
body heat and stability, which is all that matters in
the cold Logan winters.
You might be thinking, “Emily, I want to wear layers, but how can I show my Aggie pride
if my waist is four times its normal size due to all the layers.” This is when the extra large

KOCH
SCHOLARS
PROGRAM
The Koch Scholars Program (KSP) is a semester-long paid reading
group designed to engage undergraduate students in meaningful discussions. Participants receive $1,000.
• Meetings are held on Tuesdays at 5:00 pm over Zoom
• Participants are given 15 books
• Students of any academic background are welcome to apply
Apply online before November 15th
Find out more at www.thecgo.org/students

(and free) t-shirts Utah State University provides to their students every year comes in
handy. A turtleneck, two sweatshirts and a coat might add some circumference to your
body, but if you’re determined to wear Aggie gear, your best bet is to shimmy one of those
extra large t-shirts over your layers.
Can I just remind you to please bring a coat. We are not in fifth grade anymore. No one
is going to judge you for your puffy coat. You will not be less cool if you wear a coat, I
promise.
Did you know that it’s a myth that you lose 90% of
your body heat through your head? Well, wear a hat
anyway. Earmuffs work too, just keep those ears covered.
Shelby Gatherum, over the Hurd public relations and
marketing, said she keeps warm by washing her hands
with hot water in the stadium bathrooms. She also recommends warming up by dancing because “they always
play music at football games and you can get on the
dance cam.”
Gatherum also recommends waiting to put your coat
on until half time, and pulling out hand warmers during
the third or fourth quarter instead of using them in the
PHOTO COURTESY OF USU ATHLETICS beginning of the game (when you’re not even cold yet).
That way you only suffer in the beginning of the game
and are soaking in the warmth towards the end of the game. It’s all about endurance.
—emily.white@usu.edu
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Tips on staying warm
this football season
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Chasing p
By Jason Walker
SENIOR SPORTS WRITER

E

xcellence is something Autumn DeHarde has become accustomed to as a gymnast. From high
school in Wisconsin to college at Utah State University, there’s plenty for her to hang her hat on. DeHarde’s feats from her high school years include no less
than 11 individual Wisconsin AA state selections across
Floor, Beam, Bars and Vault events. And in college,
she’s taken home seven end-of-season honors from the
Mountain Rim Gymnastics Conference, not to mention
her numerous weekly awards and school records.
A comprehensive list of DeHarde’s accomplishments
might very well fill an entire page, a tribute to her ongoing excellence and near perfection.
Near-perfection, however, isn’t quite good enough. Actual perfection is the goal.
Unlike many other sports, gymnastics contains achievable perfection. A maximum score of 10 on every performance is possible, and many talented gymnasts have
been capable of being momentarily the embodiment of
perfection in their sport. That shining moment is something USU head coach Amy Smith has pushed for in all

of her players, DeHarde, in particular.
“Throughout my college career, Amy has told me that
she wanted me to get a 10,” DeHarde said. “She’s been
like ‘our goal is to get a 10, you’re getting a 10’.”
DeHarde’s journey toward perfection at Utah State has
followed an improbable path thus far, with her twice
nearly turning down both the opportunity to compete
at USU, and the dream of being a gymnast to begin
with.
Gymnasts often start very young, DeHarde was hardly
different, trying out the tumbles and twists for the first
time at the age of three. That experiment didn’t go so
well, initially.
“I actually didn’t like it,” DeHarde said. “So I quit.”
By the time her second crack at gymnastics rolled
around, DeHarde was nearly twice her age from the
previous tryout. An improbable re-encounter with
the sport at a birthday party re-ignited the spark and
managed to stick. Ten years down the road, a full-time
scholarship to Utah State was dropped in front of her.
DeHarde never actually saw the coaches who wanted
her to travel across the country to compete in gymnastics. Then-head coach of the Utah State gymnastics program, Nadalie Walsh, and assistant coach Josh Nilson

weren’t allowed to directly talk to DeHarde per NCAA
rules. But they were already satisfied with what they
saw in the Wisconsin-based high school freshman. They
contacted DeHarde’s club coaches and relayed the message: We want you to come to Logan, Utah.
But just like her first introduction to gymnastics, this
first encounter with Utah State didn’t age well. DeHarde turned the offer down. Her reasoning had more
to do with her lack of knowing what she wanted to be
than her feelings toward the Aggies.
“I was only a freshman in high school,” DeHarde said.
“I didn’t know exactly what I wanted to go into (academically). Obviously since I didn’t know that I didn’t
know if (Utah State) offered it academics-wise. And I
love being at home too, so I didn’t know if I wanted to
go that far at first.”
Another two years passed — the same span between
her first and second introductions to gymnastics itself
— and Wash and Nilson took a less direct approach
in persuasion. All they asked was to come see Utah
State’s campus. This visit changed the entire dynamic
of DeHarde’s recruitment. The beauty of the campus enthralled the Midwest teenager.
“I’d never been out to the west coast before,” she
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perfection
said. “I’d never been in the mountains, so even driving
through Salt Lake up to Logan I was like ‘wow this is
beautiful’.’”
And just like her re-introduction to gymnastics, the
visit to Logan sealed the deal.
“I fell in love with it. I really enjoyed it here,” DeHarde
said.
That visit, plus another pair of trips to Cache Valley,
convinced DeHarde so thoroughly, she hardly considered other schools. It was Aggies or bust. Even when
the coaches who recruited her left Utah State and Smith
entered as the new head coach, DeHarde stayed true to
her commitment.
Under the tutelage of Smith, the past three years
have gone near perfectly for DeHarde. She completed
her freshman campaign with the Freshman of the Year
award from the MRGC and was a three-time Specialist
of the Week, once on Floor, twice on Beam. As a sophomore she made Second-Team All-MRGC. And for her junior year, she finished as co-Floor Specialist of the Year.
“She was a phenomenal athlete coming in as a freshman,” Smith said. “Didn’t quite have the confidence
that she has now so it’s been really cool to watch that
grow over the last four years.”

The last thing that remains is perfection. Obviously,
no small task given the MRGC’s best gymnast has yet
to accomplish the feat in three years. For roughly two
minutes of a routine, everything must be perfect, every
flip, every twist, every leap, and every landing. Even
something as benign as being slightly off your rhythm
can play a role — which came back to bite DeHarde
her sophomore season at BYU during her Beam performance.
“I had a 10.0,” she said, “and then right before my
dismount (the judges) took the one-tenth rhythm deduction, both of them. So I got a 9.9.”
Another near-perfect run came not on the balance
beam, but on DeHarde’s floor routine. It was also
against BYU, but this time it was her junior season. Her
9.950 had but one mistake where both judges deducted
half a point. The performance was enough to seal a season-defining win over the rival Cougars, but it wasn’t
perfect, and it left DeHarde with the one last thing to
prove.
Coaching certainly plays a role in getting a gymnast to
the brink of a perfect 10, but at this point, Smith says
there’s little for her to do in DeHarde’s case.
“She’s one of those kids that, now on Beam, I don’t

need to coach her a lot. I just kind of get out of her way.
Just tell her she’s got it and let her loose.”
The last major coaching point came between DeHarde’s sophomore and junior seasons where Smith
made a change to her dismount on Beam.
“Her freshman year and sophomore year, we did a different dismount,” Smith said. “And that was really the
problem area in the routine. She was scared to train it
a little bit and we couldn’t get it consistent to the level
that it would take to build up to that 10. In changing it,
it’s helped her tremendously. And she’s got more confidence now in getting after that 10.”
The clock is ticking for DeHarde — this season will be
her last. Injuries along her lower back and feet have
dogged DeHarde for years and won’t condone more
than one last season. COVID-19 looms ominously in
the back of everyone’s minds, having nearly ended the
2021 season — and DeHarde’s career — in a solemn
moment. However, it appears there’s time for one last
season and one last run at perfection.
—sports@usustatesman.com
@jwalker_sports
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Youth movement to help carry
USU soccer when season resumes
By Jacob Nielson
SPORTS STAFF WRITER

T

he Utah State women’s soccer team’s upcoming
season is finally taking shape.
On Oct. 29, the Mountain West conference announced a 10-match schedule, starting on March 5, 2021
and ending on April 11, 2021. Utah State will play each
team in its division twice (New Mexico, Air Force, Colorado State, Wyoming, and Boise State) once at home and
once away.
For a group that at one point was unsure if a season would
come to fruition, the abbreviated schedule is something to

be excited about.
“At first, I was kind of sad because we don’t get to play every team,” said senior defender Imelda Williams. “But then
after thinking that we finally get to play against someone
other than ourselves I got pretty hyped about it.”
The Aggies, who graduated just three seniors last year
(defender Mealii Enos, midfielder Kanyan Merrill, and forward Alecia Robinson), are not only looking to improve
upon last season’s 8-10-1 overall record (3-7-1 in conference play,) but according to Williams, their eyes are set on
the conference championship.
The 2020 squad returns a loaded midfield that is led
by four seniors: Ashley Cardoza — who earned 2019
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We definitely could win
the championship and
we have the potential
and talent to do so.
— Imelda Williams
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Unbedacht, Maybe Lorenzana, Olivia
Romney, Kathryn Wynn, junior Hallee
Jones, and senior Paige Moser-Tews
are 2019 players that will not be a
part of this year’s team.
“We have some key players that are
leaving us this fall that would have
played with us if we had a season,”
said Williams. “Mentally that’s kind of
thard for me to think because I couldn’t
opicture us winning (the conference
-championship) without them.”
r In order for the Aggies to find success this season, they will rely heavily
on nine incoming true freshmen to fill
dsome of the gaps left by players left.
9Williams has taken the responsibility
to help prepare the rookies.
d “I think it’s important just going
into the season to put confidence in
the upcoming players,” Williams said.
n“The freshmen are doing so well at
practice... I think we definitely could
win the championship and we have
the potential and talent to do so.”
One incoming Freshman looking to
make a splash on the scene is midfielder Kenli Coon, who just graduated from Corner Canyon high school in
May.
“I feel like as a player now I’m working harder than I ever have before,”
said Coon. “I’m excited for the season
PHOTO BY Iain Laurence
and I hope that I can contribute as Senior defender Imelda Williams dribbles into the midfield, looking to pass to a teammate. Williams is one of only five seniors on the 2020-21 roster.
much as possible.”
Coon is already turning heads. In
in different roles and working together and finding that
Coon, who holds Corner Canyon’s school record with 42
the blue and white team scrimmage on Nov. 2, she was the chemistry.”
goals and 91 assists in her high school career, plans on
only Freshman that
scored a goal.
Williams has had this mentality her whole career and is switching up her game at the college level and looks to
Coon and Williams
play a similar role as Williams.
both admit that it has
“I really appreciate the build-up in the game and getting
been
disappointing
everyone involved on the field and I think that coming in
not to be able to play
I’ll kind of have a new role and be more of a defensive
a full season in the fall
player. I think that I’ll be able to get everybody involved in
semester, but the team
the attack and really contribute.”
has made sure to stay focused.
Although the news of a new season was re;eased recently,
“We try to remember that we have
the start date sits four months away, and for the playgoals to work for and that we’re still
ers, it can’t come soon enough.
working for the conference cham“We’ve waited so long,” said Coon. “I feel like me and
pionship,” said Coon. “I think every
the other Freshman committed so long to play college
day just showing up and being positive and really being
soccer and now that we are here I just want to play. I’m
pushed to still be out best every single day has been big,”
excited that we even have that opportunity with the
Having the entire fall semester, and then all of January willing to do anything asked of her. That helped
given circumstances and so I’m looking forward to that
and February for the Freshman to train at the division one her become the co-leading scorer on the team last year as and I think that the work we’re putting in now will really
level is certainly beneficial. Much of the focus during prac- a defender.
be beneficial.”
tices has been on teaching the players to be dynamic and
“Ya I’m a defender but we play as a team,” she said. “It’s
work as a fluid unit.
not like oh the forwards are the only ones that can score.
—sports@usustatesman.com
“I think that a big thing for us is getting everyone involved We’re a team and we play together, we win together, and
@jacobnielson12
on the field,” Coon said. “We have the ability to play multi- we lose together. If I’m up there and I have chances I have
ple formations and switch things up and were very good at just as much responsibility as the forwards to finish them
adapting — and every one of us is getting used to playing and that’s how I see it always.”
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Fall sports compete in scrimmage
By USU Athletics

UTAHSTATEAGGIES.COM

F

our of Utwah State’s fall sports competed in a Blue-White Challenge over the Halloween weekend, bringing unity and friendly competition to those teams that had
their seasons postponed until 2021 due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
The overall outcome between the four sports was a 2-2 tie between the Blue and White
squads, proving that both colors were equally as strong during the two days of competition.
On the soccer pitch, Utah State divided into a pair of six-man teams and scrimmaged on
a short field. The teams played three, 12-minute periods, with the Blue side taking the first
period 4-3 behind goals from freshman Kenli Coon, senior Imelda Williams and sophomore
Christiane Sundstrom. The teams then battled to a 2-2 draw in the second period before
White erupted for four goals in the final period with senior Ashley Cardozo, junior Taylor
Garza-Freeman and junior Marli Niederhauser finding the back of the net. White also held
Blue scoreless over the final 12 minutes, resulting in a deadlock between the two squads.
The teams broke the tie via a penalty shootout, as Cardozo opened it by tucking the ball
into the lower right corner to give White the 1-0 lead. Williams answered on Blue’s first PK,
placing the ball into the lower left corner, evening the score 1-1. Sara Noel-Taylor’s next
shot for White was saved by sophomore keeper Diera Walton, while Kelsey Salvesen put
Blue up 2-1 after blasting the ball into the left of the net.
Niederhauser tied it back up 2-2, slotting the ball into the lower right corner of the net.
Sundstrom’s next attempt for Blue was saved by redshirt freshman keeper Samantha Aguilar and was followed by a rocket by Garza-Freeman on White’s next attempt, putting the
team up 3-2. Ashley Hughes kept the shootout tight on Blue’s next attempt, placing the ball
into the lower left corner to square the score, 3-3. Freshman Kylie Olsen put White up 4-3
on her next attempt, putting the ball into the upper right corner. The successful try proved
to be the match winner as Alyssa Ulugalu’s final attempt for Blue was turned away by the
post.
Following the soccer scrimmage, attention was turned to the Wayne Estes Center as the
Aggie volleyball team split into two for its intrasquad scrimmage. Team Blue took the win,
sweeping Team White (25-19, 25-21, 25-21), including two come-from-behind wins. Junior middle blocker Corinne Larsen led both teams with 13 kills, while four other players
recorded eight each. Freshman libero Abby Peterson made a strong showing in her first full
scrimmage, tallying a match-high five service aces and 15 digs. She was one of five Aggies
to record double-digit digs.
The men’s and women’s cross country teams wrapped up the challenge on Halloween
morning as the men ran a 7K race, while the women competed in a 5K race.Despite having
the top overall finisher in the men’s race – sophomore Camren Todd placed first overall
with a time of 20:57.39 – the White team (29 points) came up short against the Blue team
(27 points).
Representing Team Blue, senior Jakob Tew (21:10.86) and junior Caleb Garnica (21:13.30)
placed second and third, respectively, while sophomores Bridger Altice (21:24.28) and Justin Hodges (22:08.36) finished eighth and ninth to give the Blue their 27 points and the
win.
For the White, sophomore Spencer Nelson (21:20.28) placed fourth, junior Roberto Porras

PHOTO FROM USU Athletics

(21:54.53) finished sixth, junior Mark Crandall (22:05.15) placed seventh and freshman
Carson Coleman (22:55.11) finished 11th, helping the White team record 29 points overall.
On the women’s side, the White team (23 points) defeated the Blue team (32 points).
Leading the way for the White was freshman Mattie Geddes as she crossed the finish line
first with a time of 17:32.48. Fellow Team White member, junior Mica Rivera, placed second with a time of 17:33.15.
The top finisher on Team Blue was senior Katie Haviland in third place with a time of
17:40.25. She was followed by sophomore Abby Jensen, who crossed the finish line in
fourth place with a time of 17:44.82 for the blue team.
Team White claimed the fifth and sixth spots in sophomore Bailey Brinkerhoff (17:46.18)
and freshman Morgan French (17:53.77). Sophomore KaryLee Taylor rounded out the
scoring for the White as she finished ninth with a time of 18:35.56.
Sophomore Abigail Gray clocked a time of 18:19.87 to finish seventh for Team Blue, while
freshman Sammi Lee was eighth with a time of 18:26.84. Rounding out the scoring for
the Blue team was sophomore Reagan Hoopes, who placed 10th with a time of 18:36.70.
Based on White’s large margin of victory in the women’s race, the White team captured
the overall title with 52 points, while the Blue finished with 59 points.

ple. It also led to a mandatory de-escalation
training for all of the health ambassadors.
Senior Braden Morrill is also on the spirit
squad, he said the training added to some of
his initial reservations about his new role on
campus.
“I’m just a fellow college student. I didn’t
want to have to be the mask police or have
to deal with obnoxious people,” Morrill said.
“So that training, yeah was a little nerve-racking. It’s like, ‘Well, I guess we could end up in
these situations.”
Stacy Gerberich, a licensed psychologist at
USU Counseling and Psychological Services,
said the act of correcting behavior can be super intimidating. This is another reason why
she was brought in to help with the de-escalation training.
“It can do a lot to alleviate your anxiety
when you’re like, ‘Okay, I don’t want to do
this, and I don’t like doing this. But I know

I have the skills to do this effectively,” Gerberich said.
She said not only do university officials
want to equip the spirit squad and the other
ambassadors with skills to de-escalate and
manage aggressive people, but they also
want them to know how and when to walk
away. Gerberich said it’s not the health ambassadors’ job to police students.
“An ambassador is not there to physically
put masks on people,” Gerberich said. “They
are here as a friendly reminder of what these
policies are and an encouragement.”
After the first few weeks of being on the
job, most of Woolley’s fears and reservations
have melted away. She said it helps that she
hasn’t had to deal with anyone not wearing
a mask. She considers herself lucky in this
regard.
In fact, according to Woolley, most students
she has seen have been really good about
mask wearing inside. However getting students to wear them outside is another story.

“It’s frustrating when you see people that
think they’re exempt from that,” Woolley
said. “Every once in a while when you’re
walking along and you walk by someone not
in a mask you’re like, ‘OK, I see it in your
hand. Just put it on, and you get used to
them and it’s really not that bad.’ And, it’s
just best for the campus overall, if everyone
can participate in that I think we’ll be able
to have more experiences, events, things like
that.”
Maybe if this happens she can go back to
being a dancer on the spirit squad. Back to
the sidelines. Back to something like normal.
“There’s this little hope that we could do
it,” she says, especially with football season
starting up on Oct. 24.
Until her team knows for sure, Woolley will
keep her eyes on USU students and those little white arrows.
—sports@usustatesman.com
@SydChap

“Tickets” FROM PAGE 2
operate card scanners and upload
A-numbers into the scanner,” Olsen
said.
This process will ensure that students who have already been to a
football game cannot reserve another
ticket unless one becomes available
48 hours before the game.
The deadline to claim student tickets
is Friday at 5 p.m. for Saturday games
and Wednesday at 5 p.m. for Thursday games.
According to USU’s information website, any students who claims a ticket
but does not fill out the information
form with their name, A-number and
seat location will have their A-number
blocked from all tickets for the 20202021 season.
“Having the students fill out the appropriate information helps us with
contact tracing,” Olsen said. “This
way we can know where a student
was seated, so, if they test positive for
COVID, we can know exactly where
they were and who they were sitting
next to.”
USU’s site also said any failure to
wear a mask during the game, or comply with social distancing, will result
in a student being asked to leave and
barred from future games.
Ahmed said he hasn’t received any
complaints about the process so far.
He also said they haven’t discussed
ticketing for other sporting events but
assumes the process will be the same.
—taylor.cripe1@aggiemail.usu.edu
@cripe_taylor
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“Spirit Squad” FROM PAGE 5
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OPINION

Off the field,
off the court:
mental health
and student athletes
I

t’s a shame that society has stigmatized mental
illness, especially in the world of sports.
The grim events that have transpired this year
have inclined many athletes to take better care of
their mental health. Alas, in fear of being viewed
as lazy, incapable, or weak, mental illness is often
cast aside or hidden. In reality, 1 in 4 adults have
experienced a mental illness at one point in their
life, and athletes are certainly no exception.
In May, over 3,000 high school athletes were surveyed by researchers from the University of Wisconsin and found that, due to Covid-19 and sports
cancellation, 35% had moderate-to-severe depression, and 25% had moderate-to-severe anxiety.
While the University researchers limited the respondents to high school athletes, the rise in depression has been a serious issue for college athletes as well. An NCAA survey from April revealed
that of the 37,000 college athletes who reported
their mental status, 1 in 10 felt so depressed that it
was difficult to function.
In college, student-athletes are more or less the
‘campus celebrities’ that are expected to constantly perform at an elite level. They often fight their

own personal battles in silence, as there’s simply
no time to focus on mental health.
I’m inspired by Victoria Garrick, a former Division
I volleyball player and mental health advocate.
Victoria explains how she was able to manage her
mental health and emphasizes the importance of
destigmatizing mental illness in an incredible TedTalk from 2017. She equates society’s treatment
of mental health today to society’s treatment of
concussions twenty years ago. It wasn’t until 2009
that the NFL publicly acknowledged that concussions can have long-lasting effects on players.
“Twenty years ago, nobody cared about concussions,” she exclaims. “Players were told to ‘tough
it out’ if your head hurts… the way we treat mental illness today is so similar to the way we treated concussions twenty years ago. Oh, this athlete
feels depressed? Sleep it off. Oh, that athlete’s having an anxiety attack? Tell them to calm down…
right now, a physical injury is treated more seriously than a psychological injury, and that needs
to change.”
I can only imagine the stress student-athletes
have been under the last few months. When an

athlete’s life revolves around the sport they play,
there’s no question that they’ll lose sleep, unsure
if the coronavirus will allow them to play another
game or even compete as a team at all.
Not long ago I had an enlightening conversation
with Riley Jensen, recently named mental performance coach at Utah State. He works with athletes
to increase confidence and decrease their anxiety or nerves going into a competition. Countless
athletes have realized their potential as a result
of Jensen’s expertise regarding the psychology of
mental performance, and I wanted to better understand how athletes are handling the difficulties
that have arisen as a result of the pandemic.
“The difficult thing about COVID-19 is fear of the
unknown,” Jensen explains. “But, nothing is really known. I think we have educated guesses as to
what the future looks like. So, helping people focus
on the present, helping people focus on what they
can do right here, right now, is a really important
step towards confidence, towards happiness, and
towards performance. That’s where I’m trying to
lead the athletes and people that I work with— to
try to get them to the present moment.”
STATESMAN FILE PHOTO

The amount of time and dedication required to be
a student-athlete along with the intense pressure
to perform well is a weight carried by all athletes
behind closed doors. Mental illness is certainly not
a sign of weakness. Even the world’s greatest athletes have fought through their own mental battles. Michael Phelps, the most decorated Olympian
of all time, has intermittent depression. Tennis star
Serena Williams struggles with major depression,
NBA player Kevin Love opened up about his severe
anxiety in a tweet from 2018, and the list goes on
and on.
Downplaying mental health is dangerous. Mental
illness is real, and it is becoming more of a problem
every day. Student-athletes should feel no shame
in reaching out for help if they need it. Everyone is
human, and everyone encounters unique challenges that are sometimes difficult to overcome alone.
It’s comforting to know that progress is being
made. Studies have shown that there has been a
significant decrease in the stigma of mental health
over the past few years. Utah State is continuing

to expand CAPS (Counseling and Psychological
Services) as well as ensuring that mental wellness
resources are readily available for students at all
times. People are becoming more aware of the severity of the issue, and perhaps one-day mental
health will not be stigmatized at all.

Brayden Rigby is a sophomore studying Journalism. He enjoys writing of any kind, and spends most
of his free time running and swimming.
brayden.rigby@usu.edu
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That message can be applied to everyone, not
just athletes. Dwelling on things out of our control
never solves anything. It’s easy to stress about the
future, but the fastest path to high performance is
an absolute focus on the task at hand. Of course,
that is not to say that one can simply choose to
overcome anxiety and depression overnight. But
adhering to Jensen’s insights unquestionably encourages a healthy state of mind.
Jensen continues, “So much is not in our control.
Whether Utah State plays a game with fans or
without fans, whether we even get to play a game
or not, these are all things that are out of our circle
of control. But we can control our attitude. We can
control our effort. We can control our preparation.
And most importantly, we can control our reaction
and response to things. I think a really important
principle in sports psychology is that in-between
events that happen to us and the way that we respond, there’s a choice. Choose wisely your reaction to things, as that will make a huge difference
in the outcomes that take place.”
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Are USU football games
still worth attending?

A

huge part of the college experience comes from student life and, here at
USU, football games are a significant part of the student culture. However, like many things, football games look a lot different this year.
I’m not a big football fan (or sports fan in general) but I enjoy sports when I am
watching a game from the stands. The energy of the crowd makes it easier to get
invested and excited about the game being played. There is also something to be
said about being able to watch the close plays and calls in person.
I decided to go to the USU vs. San Diego State football game on Halloween. I
was a little apprehensive because I wasn’t sure if the energy of the crowd would
be the same with everything being so different this fall due to the pandemic.
The safety measures most notably included keeping the stadium’s capacity at
20%. There was also a required mask policy and marked seats every other row
that were spaced out from each other. Each seat number had a QR code to scan
to register your A-number at. If you claim a ticket but do not scan the QR code at
your seat, you will no longer be able to attend any games for the rest of the year.
I think that USU did a good job with thinking through the safety measures, especially the caveat that you must register the spot that you were sitting at if you
want to continue to go to games throughout the year.
However, in execution it fell a little flat. I don’t think this is USU’s fault, but the
individuals who weren’t wearing their masks and were moving around to differ-

PHOTO by Ella Olson

ent areas to talk to different groups of people.
The crowd shots on the big screen were a little weird to see — in some shots
every single person was wearing masks. In the next, only one or two were.
A positive of the coronavirus measures is that the facemasks helped stave off
some of the cold later in the game. Additionally, it was easy to find seats and took
almost no time to get into the stadium. With people more spread out, there was
also a very clear view of the field.
The energy of the crowd was still definitely there. In Saturday’s game, the one
touchdown the Aggies scored was just barely qualified as a touchdown, and the
crowd went wild when the referee called it as such. (For more detailed coverage
of the game, here is the ESPN coverage.)
I would say that football games are still worth going to even amidst the coronavirus measures. It’s a rite of passage to freeze while watching the Aggies lose.
Ella Olson is an opinion writer at the Statesman. She’s originally from Minneapolis, Minnesota and enjoys reading, debate, and hammocking.
ella.olson@usu.edu

S

ports play a large role in the culture of the world. The FIFA world cup
and the Olympics bring players and viewers from all backgrounds to
participate in game-changing events that many people devote their
lives to. Sports, and the politics behind them, have not only become a way
of life, but its own industry. However, some people, like myself, prefer to
stay on the sidelines.
I’m not great at sports and I don’t like playing or even watching them.
The motions can get repetitive, matches go on for far too long, and it gets
overhyped most of the time. The only reason I watch the Superbowl is for
the commercials!
But there are ways to enjoy sports even if we don’t enjoy watching or
participating.
According to an article by Eric Simmons for the Columbia Journalism Review, people like sports for the emotional benefit that strengthens their
connection to the world and others, as well as building their self-esteem.
That is exactly how bookworms might feel about books, theatre majors
about theatre and musicians about music. Our interests are not so different
when thinking about why we put so much emotional investment into one
hobby over another.
Knowing this, people who aren’t into sports can find the appeal that so
many others have. Dancers and some actors can empathize with athletes
who need to have their bodies in peak physical condition, video gamers
can sympathize with the coordination necessary to play, movie-goers can
build a narrative and extroverts can express their loud personalities and
comardere.
Sometimes, we have personal investments in a sport. For The Odyssey
Online, contributor Claire Delaney Piquette, writes, “ I don’t think I’ll ever
be an avid player of any sport; my goal is to simply not decide to hate sports
because I’m not ‘good’ at them. I have truly begun to enjoy basketball because of only one or two people who believed I could improve in it.”

GRAPHIC by Keith Wilson

If you don’t like the sports you’ve seen, it’s probably because you haven’t
found the right fit. For example I dislike baseball, football and swimming,
but I think running, lacrosse and soccer are fun to watch.
One of my favorite memories is of my friends and I going to a soccer
game on the 4th of July: we had a nice dinner, enjoyed delicious treats,
joked about the players overreacting to their “injuries” and stayed after for
a firework show. While watching the game was nice, I focused on what else
made the night unforgettable.
If we really try to engage ourselves in sports and find what sport/activity
interests us more, we can start enjoying them. We can get into the spirit, enjoy snacks, and strengthen relationships with the people we’re supporting.
Sport matches can include fun commentary, halftime spectacles, songs,
debates and food and drinks! It’s interesting to learn about the players and
politics of the sports, gain a new experience and spend time with family
and friends.
We have to ask ourselves, “Why am I doing this?” and if the answer is just
to try something new, that’s enough. If we end up not enjoying any part of
the experience, at least we know now. It’s important to get out of our comfort zone and try things that we’d normally demote. Not everybody likes
popular things, but understanding why other people like things can form
connections across cultures and different cliques.
Megan Cowdell is a freshman opinion columnist studying for a bachelor’s
in Communications. She loves music, reading and wants to write books for a
living.
megan.cowdell@usu.edu
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How to enjoy sports
(for non-sports people)
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30
NOV.

Check the box to choose who you think is best or write-in your favorite. You must vote for a minimum three categories to be
counted. If you have questions contact studentmedia@usu.edu or 435-797-1775

What is the best overall restaurant in Logan? (Select one)

❑
❑

Firehouse Pizzeria

Who makes the best pizza in Logan?

❑

What is the best apartment complex in Logan? (select one)

❑
❑

Millenial Towers

What is the best hiking trail in Logan?

❑

Who makes the best burger in Logan?

❑

What is the best bank in Logan?

❑

What is the best sandwich shop in Logan?

❑

What is the best sporting store in Logan?

❑

What is the best Mexican restaurant in Logan?

❑

Best place for food on-campus?

❑

What is the best breakfast place in Logan?

❑

Where is the best study spot on campus?

❑

Who makes the best coffee in Logan?

❑

Where is the best place to nap on campus?

❑

What is the best soda shop in Logan?

❑

Where is the best bathroom on-campus?

❑

What is the best grocery store in Logan?

❑

What is the best Fraternity at USU?

❑

What is the best engagement ring store?

❑

What is the best Fraternity at USU?

❑

What is the best place for date night in Logan?

❑

Enter your information to be entered to win prizes(optional)
Name
Phone
Email

Bring completed ballot to TSC 118 or go to usustatesman.com/best-of-logan

Firehouse Pizzeria

Millenial Towers

usustatesman.com/best-of-logan

BEST LOGAN

1–
NOV.
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Automotive
DONATE YOUR CAR OR
TRUCK TO HERITAGE FOR
THE BLIND. Free 3 Day
Vacation, Tax Deductible,
Free Towing, All Paperwork
Taken Care Of. CALL 1-855408-2196
DONATE YOUR CAR TO
UNITED BREAST CANCER FOUNDATION! Your
donation helps education,
prevention & support programs. FAST FREE PICKUP
- 24 HR RESPONSE - TAX
DEDUCTION 1-855-5072691
Donate your car, truck or
van. Help veterans find
jobs or start a business.
Call Patriotic Hearts Foundation. Fast, FREE pick-up.
Max tax-deduction. Operators are standing by! Call
1-866-983-3647
Health & Nutrition
Portable Oxygen Concentrator May Be Covered by
Medicare! Reclaim independence and mobility
with the compact design
and long-lasting battery of
Inogen One. Free information kit! Call 877-691-4639

Chicken Breasts. Order
the Omaha Steaks Classic ONLY $129.99. Call
1-855-963-1321 mention
code 64185HQG or visit
www.omahasteaks.com/
meals673
DISH Network. $59.99
for 190 Channels! Blazing
Fast Internet, $19.99/mo.
(where available.) Switch
& Get a FREE $100 Visa
Gift Card. FREE Voice Remote. FREE HD DVR. FREE
Streaming on ALL Devices.
Call today! 1-866-360-6959

Enjoy 100% guaranteed,
delivered-to-the-door
Omaha Steaks! Get 4
FREE Burgers and 4 FREE

DIRECTV NOW. No Satellite
Needed. $40/month. 65
Channels. Stream Breaking
News, Live Events, Sports
& On Demand Titles. No
Annual Contract. No Commitment. CALL 1-844-4353985

INVENTORS - FREE INFORMATION PACKAGE
Have your product idea developed affordably by the
Research & Development
pros and presented to manufacturers. Call 1-877-6495574 for a Free Idea Starter
Guide. Submit your idea
for a free consultation.

Two great new offers from
AT&T Wireless! Ask how to
get the new iPhone 11 or
Next Generation Samsung
Galaxy S10e ON US with
AT&T’s Buy one, Give One
offer. While supplies last!
CALL 1-855-916-3098

DIRECTV - Every live
football game, every Sunday - anywhere - on your
favorite device. Restrictions
apply. Call IVS - 1-833-5996474

Eliminate gutter cleaning
forever! LeafFilter, the most
advanced debris-blocking
gutter protection. Schedule
a FREE LeafFilter estimate
today. 15% off Entire
Purchase. 10% Senior &
Military Discounts. Call
1-844-909-2398

HughesNet Satellite Internet - 25mbps starting at
$49.99/mo! Get More Data
FREE Off-Peak Data. FAST
download speeds. WiFi
built in! FREE Standard
Installation for lease customers! Limited Time, Call
1-844-294-9882

Miscellaneous

Earthlink High Speed Internet. As Low As $14.95/
month (for the first 3
months.) Reliable High
Speed Fiber Optic Technology. Stream Videos, Music
and More! Call Earthlink
Today 1-844-240-1769

Dental Insurance

Yard & Landscaping
CARTOON BY Keith Wilson

Last week’s solution:

Get the dental care you deserve with dental insurance
from Physicians Mutual Insurance Company. It can help
cover the services you’re most likely to use —

Cleanings

X-rays

Fillings

Crowns

Dentures

Preventive care starts right away
Helps cover over 350 services
Go to any dentist you want – but save more
with one in our network
No deductible, no annual maximum

Call now to get this FREE
Information Kit!

1-888-919-4729
dental50plus.com/utah
Product not available in all states. Includes the Participating Providers and Preventive
Benefits Rider. Acceptance guaranteed for one insurance policy/certificate of this type.
Contact us for complete details about this insurance solicitation. This specific offer is not
available in CO, NY; call 1-888-799-4433 or respond for similar offer. Certificate C250A
(ID: C250E; PA: C250Q); Insurance Policy P150 (GA: P150GA; NY: P150NY; OK: P150OK;
TN: P150TN). Rider kinds B438/B439.

6154-0120

Sudoku puzzles are provided by
www.sudokuoftheday.com.
When does basketball start?
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BE HURD
band together join hurd premium

• Exclusive member t-shirt
• Campus store coupon &
member-only discounts
• USU Dining coupon book
• USU Concessions free
items coupon book
• Free medium fries at
McDonald’s w/$2 purch
• 20% off Wingers order
• 10% off Morty’s Cafe &
Logan’s Heroes
• Better chance at football
& men’s basketball tix

